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A B S T R A C T

The performance of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in imperfect informa-
tion games is not at its peak. In the case of the Swiss card game Jass,
previous work showed that the best bot at the time could compete
with active amateur human players with over 10 years of experience
on average[6]. Since the human vs. AI experiments in the previous
paper are scarce, these will be the focus of this paper to continue the
research on AI in cooperation games.
The agent used implements a Determinized Monte Carlo Tree Search
(DMCTS) algorithm for the card selection and a Deep Neural Net-
work (DNN) for the trump selection. In this paper, we first look at
the current state of research according cooperation games and the
previous state according the Jass game.
Our main contributions are the implementation of an optimised
Graphical User Interface (GUI) and the connection with the currently
strongest Jass agent. Furthermore, we provide details according to the
conducted experiments such as setup, performance and limitations to
help future researchers.
The sobering truth of the research question is that the best Jass agent
cannot consistently win against well-practiced Jass teams. Potential
reasons for this and a statement about the agent’s performance level
are described in this paper.
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Part I

T H E O R E T I C A L PA RT



1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

In this chapter we give a brief overview of the card game Jass and
outline the contribution this thesis brings to the research on AI in
cooperation games.

1.1 swiss card game jass

Jassen1 is described as the "people’s sport" No. 1. The game is tra-
ditional and multifaceted. It is widespread across all Swiss regions,
languages and cultures[5]. In this paper we deal with the so called
Schieber, a special variation of the Jass game.

In this often-played variant, the exactly 4 players each receive 9

cards of the 36-card deck. The deck is divided into 4 different colours
with 9 cards each.

Figure 1: Presentation of the Cards. Note that there are two types of cards.
The French and the German cards. Depending on the geographical
location, one or the other is more popular in Switzerland.

1 This is the name given for playing the card game Jass in Switzerland.
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1.1 swiss card game jass 3

The 4 players are divided into teams of two and sit opposite each
other. The Schieber is then played in counter-clockwise rounds. Each
player lays down one of his cards and whoever has given the best
card gets the trick. The value of the trick is equal to the point value
of those four cards on the table. The last trick of a round counts an
additional 5 points. After the 9 tricks, the round is over and the 157

points are divided between the two teams.
At the beginning of each round, a trump is chosen by one player.

In the next round, the trump indicating player is changed counter-
clockwise. The value of the cards in this round depends on the chosen
trump option. There are three scenarios for trumps: First, the player
can declare one of the four colours to be the trump. Secondly, the
player can declare "Obeabe" or "Undeufe" and the last possibility is
the "Schiebe" from which the game variant got its name.
In the case of a Schiebe call, the player passes the responsibility of the
trump decision to their partner, now the partner can not call Schiebe
again but has to pick one of the 6 trump options.

Figure 2: Example of the card values in the case of a heart/rose trump selec-
tion.

More exact card values for other colours and trumps can be found
on the Swisslos webpage. A set of rules can also be accessed there2.

2 https://www.swisslos.ch/en/jass/informations/jass-rules/

principles-of-jass.html.

https://www.swisslos.ch/en/jass/informations/jass-rules/principles-of-jass.html
https://www.swisslos.ch/en/jass/informations/jass-rules/principles-of-jass.html
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1.2 motivation

Games with hidden information make it difficult for an AI to calcu-
late good moves. Unlike chess, where every possible move is visible
to both players, in a imperfect information game like Jass, a player
only knows his own cards.
It is particularly difficult to plan over several moves, since the num-
ber of possible card distributions and moves of the opponents is over-
whelming.
However, hidden information as a challenge for AI has already been
mastered in other games such as Texas hold’em poker[1]. In this ex-
ample, the AI plays alone against all the opponents and, over time,
defeats them.

Cooperative games like Hanabi are another challenge for AI [7]. In
the game of Hanabi there is also hidden information, but the players
exclusively try to work together to win the game. So Hanabi belongs
to the category of cooperative games with imperfect information. In
the Jass variant Schieber, the aspects of cooperation and competition
are combined by having two teams that play against each other. Ad-
ditionally in the Schieber we have to deal with hidden information.
This makes it even more difficult for the AI to perform well, which is
why this game is particularly suitable for testing and challenging the
best algorithms.

In a previous paper, it was shown that the best AI can perform at a
similar level as well-rehearsed amateur teams[6].
In experiments, 6 human teams were able to score 49.5% ± 14.2%
of the points against a Time-based Determinized Monte Carlo Tree
Search (T-DMCTS) agent.
The aim of our work is to conduct new experiments with strong
human teams against the current strongest agents and then also to
analyse potential reasons for the performance of the agents and the
limitations of the experiments.



2
B A C K G R O U N D

2.1 game theory

In this chapter, some background information on game theory is
given to be able to compare the Jass variant Schieber with other
games. There are various aspects with which games can be distin-
guished from a theoretical point of view.
In the following section, the most relevant classifications for our game
are presented.

2.1.1 Imperfect Information Games vs. Perfect Information Games

A very important distinction in card games is the amount of game
information available to players.
There are the games with perfect information, e.g. chess or mill. Games
with more than two players can also have perfect information, e.g.
Mensch ärgere dich nicht (Ludo). In this example, there is even a
random factor built into the game with the dice. In perfect informa-
tion classification, the only relevant factor is whether the players can
always see their own and all other players positions.

In games with imperfect information, on the other hand, something
is withheld from the player and thus the player must make assump-
tions and try to evaluate the situation. The player does not know for
sure what the other players have. Games like Rock, Paper, Scissors
and most card games like Poker or Uno are imperfect information
games.

2.1.2 Cooperation Games vs. Competitive Games

Another important theoretical distinction in games is the amount of
cooperation. There are purely cooperative games in which the players
try to achieve a good result together.
For example, Hanabi is a game that includes imperfect information,
so the players must cooperate strategically. Furthermore there is no
competition among the players in the Hanabi game. In cooperative
games with competitive aspects, players can join in a coalition to
increase their chances of a good outcome. E.g. Monopoly or Catan.
Games in which there are teams by default also belong to the cooper-
ative games.
In contrast, there is the class of purely non-cooperative games in

5



2.1 game theory 6

which each player independently decides on a strategy. For example,
chess or poker.

2.1.3 Strategic Games vs. Non-Strategic Games

There are more categories that can be used to classify a game. How-
ever, these factors have a lesser influence.
In a strategic game, each player has an influence on the outcome of
the game. The non-strategic games are often called games of pure
chance like rolling a dice and the higher number wins.
In between are the strategic games with a luck-based aspect, such as
the previously mentioned Ludo.

2.1.4 Sequential Games vs. Simultaneous Games

Sequential games have a regulated flow in which only a certain player
is allowed to make a play. Therefore, in these games it is not a matter
of reaction and speed.
The contrary to this are simultaneous games in which various players
can be active at the same time, e.g. the "doubling" in Uno.

2.1.5 Constant-Sum Games vs. Non-Constant-Sum Games

Constant-sum games are characterised by the fact that no matter how
the game develops, the payout of all players remains at a constant
level. In the special case of zero-sum games, this value is zero.
A simple example of this is the rock, paper, scissors game, because
in a draw, the value of the game is zero and no one benefits. If one
player wins, the other loses and the theoretical payoff is again zero.
In contrast, consider non-constant-sum games. Players can profit de-
pending on their strategy.
A well-known example of a non-constant-sum game is the Prisoner’s
Dilemma.

2.1.6 Finite Games vs. Infinite Games

As a final classification, a distinction can be made between finite and
infinite games. While finite games reach a predetermined end state,
infinite games can last forever.
The vast majority of games are finite in nature, but we can consider a
situation in games that have options to steal points from opponents
that could theoretically create an infinite cycle.
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2.2 the card game jass

Now that we have laid out some important aspects of game theory,
we turn to the concrete example of Schieber Jass.
This variant of Jass belongs to the games with imperfect information.
It is a aggregation of cooperative and non-cooperative games, as it
combines both aspects. Schieber can also be classified as a sequential
game with a constant sum.
In the variant played by the experiment participants, there are exactly
157 points in each round and the game has a finite outcome after
totally 16 rounds. The reason for this is, that a tournament-like setup
was chosen for the experiments in order to increase the significance
of the evaluation.

The strategic Schieber game also presents itself with a portion of
luck in the card distribution. We were able to eliminate this factor
through so-called double rounds. How this looks like exactly is men-
tioned in more detail within chapter 5: Experimentation Setup.

Figure 3: The player "Roman" makes clubs trump here. Afterwards, the com-
puter plays the "6 of hearts" to his right and thus has no trump in
his hand. The longer the round lasts, the more information a player
can collect, depending on the cards played. The partner "Nadja"
and the second computer opponent call. Now the player "Roman"
must play again depending on the information he got from this
trick.
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To get to the bottom of the Schieber variation on a mathematical
level, we like to refer to figures from a previous paper. In a search tree
used to algorithmically find the best move, there are 36! = 3.72e41
possible paths. In Schieber there are 2.13e19 possible card distribu-
tions. If we now only consider the allowed moves and multiply them
by the possible card distributions, we still get 1.16e28 game states,
which is an enormous number of possible states that an algorithm
has to consider in order to select a card[6].

Comparing the Schieber Jass to similar card games is not trivial,
as the number of players and the gameplay differs. In Skat as one
of the most familiar games, there are around 8.2e16 different card
distributions[3]. How many possible states there actually are is not
mentioned.

In case of heads-up limit Texas hold’em poker, the number of pos-
sible states is roughly 10e13. This simple version was solved close
to perfection. In HUNL(heads-up no-limit) poker, on the other hand,
there are 10e161 possible states[1], many of which hardly differ be-
cause of the numerous branches created by slightly different bid-
ding1.

2.3 ai performance

In order to further advance the development of AI, it is necessary to
constantly compare and evaluate the state of the art algorithms. It
is popular to test AI against other AI to get a picture of their perfor-
mance. This method can also generate a lot of data at little cost in a
short time.

Ultimately, we want to see how the AI performs against the human.
In direct comparison, the following classifications can be made: sub-
human, par-human, high-human and super-human AI[6]. In other
words, these terms represent the categories: worse than the average
player, similar to most players, better than the majority of players and
definitely better than any player.
We would expect an AI to be able to perform in the high-human/super-
human range else it is not impressive enough.

If a game has a low complexity, e.g. Tic-Tac-Toe, an AI cannot reach
the super-human level, because it is always possible for an human
to play a draw since the strategy is too trivial. In many games with
more complexity and perfect information like chess, the AI has al-
ready reached a super-human level for decades2.
How the development of AI behaves in other games especially with
imperfect information is shown in the following chapter on related
and prior work.

1 For example, it is almost the same whether someone bids $100 or $101

2 https://www.ibm.com/ibm/history/ibm100/us/en/icons/deepblue/

https://www.ibm.com/ibm/history/ibm100/us/en/icons/deepblue/


3
P R I O R W O R K

In this chapter we present the related work. We also discuss the most
relevant state-of-the-art algorithms for the Schieber Jass game. Finally,
the approach used in this thesis is put into perspective.

3.1 related work

In this section we refer to relevant papers regarding AI vs. Human re-
search in card games. To start with, we consider a game called Hanabi,
where tests with a Rule-Based AI and an Other-Play1 AI were made[7].
The results were comparable, but the experience for the player was
very different in the feedback. Despite the fact that the Other-Play AI

performed better, the participants liked to play with the Rule-Based
AI over the Other-Play AI.

The game Hanabi is not very similar to Jass, as all participants
work together to achieve a good result. However, this makes Hanabi
a highly cooperative game and this aspect is also important in the
Schieber variant of Jass.

The game of Solitaire, which is a 1-player game, is also not directly
similar to Jass. In an experiment with Solitaire, the AI used was as
well able to outperform human capabilities and thus reaching a super-
human level[3]. In the paper there was used a deterministic Markov
decision problem with more the 52! (Approximate 8.0e67) states. This
huge number got reduced with determinism, still it takes close to two
hours to finish one game.

The card game Skat comes closer to the Schieber Jass. There are
also Skat-like variations that are played in Switzerland under a differ-
ent name2. Unfortunately, the paper does not test the AI in a direct
bot against human experiment. However, they did a selection of char-
acteristic games and put them in comparison in different aspects[3].
The AI seems to beat the human significantly in Nullspiel and Null
Ouvert. This is the conclusion after evaluation of around 2.5 million
games.
However, a statement about the AI level would be difficult because we
don’t know exactly how good these players were, as the paper leaves
open how the AI would perform in a tournament with the best skat

1 The Other-Play AI is designed to avoid the creation of ”secretive” conventions that
can result from self-play training. This AI assumes, that its teammates are also opti-
mized for zero-shot coordination. However this is not what a human Hanabi player
actually does.

2 https://www.jassverzeichnis.ch/index.php/blog/77-bieterjass-jassen-zu-dritt.

9
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players. Therefore, the high-human level is appropriate for the time
being.

Another example for an AI performing on high-human level is the
Big2AI 4.0[2]. The used AI consists of a Monte Carlo Tree Search
(MCTS) algorithm with a framework designed to predict multiple move-
ments of multiple opponents. In experiments human vs. AI only the
expert players were able to finish with positive points.

In heads-up no-limit Poker, the AI Liberatus outperformed the best
players in the world. The AI used implements a Monte Carlo Coun-
terfactual Regret Minimisation algorithm.
With this feature Liberatus can exploit the human’s ability over time
to find vulnerabilities through a self-improvement module and even
use the found tactics as a universally valid strategy. The experiment
in this case was carried out in a match with four top HUNL(heads-up
no-limit) specialists and the AI won by a clear margin[1]. This perfor-
mance was measured in milli–big blinds per game (mbb/game) and
the AI defeated the humans in this experiment by 147mbb/game. In
this experiment, many well-known professionals were recruited, and
a large prize pool was offered as an incentive. Liberatus was able to
defeat all participants and therefore reached a super-human level.
There are more related card games in which AI agents are being
tested3.

3.2 prior work

The prior work dealt with the development of the optimal algorithm
for the Schieber variant. The different approaches were compared in
bot vs. bot experiments and the best agents were finally tested in
human vs. bot experiments.

3.2.1 Rule-Based Systems

A Rule-based (RB) approach is not real artificial intelligence, as the
intelligence is contained in the knowledge base. It cannot think for
itself, but only carries out what a human has given it. Nevertheless,
rule-based AI can also be used in more complex games. In Hanabi,
the experiment participants even preferred the RB agent because it is
more comfortable to play with[7].

In Schieber Jass, an RB agent has already been tested. It performed
better than an agent that plays random cards, but its performance
remained below that of the MCTS variants and DNN[6]. Still RB ap-

3 See: Arneson, R. B. Hayward, and P. Henderson, “Monte Carlo tree search in hex,”
IEEE Trans. Comput. Intell. AI Games, vol. 2, no. 4, pp. 251–258, Dec. 2010. G. Tan, Y.
He, H. Xu, P. Wei, P. Yi, and X. Shi, “Winning rate prediction model based on Monte
Carlo tree search for computer dou dizhu,” IEEE Trans. Games, vol. 13, no. 2, pp.
123–137, Jun. 2021.
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proaches can help and support specific parts also in MCTS variants
for example.

3.2.2 DNN Agents

In the previous work on Jass AI, a DNN agent was trained4. The input
for the DNN with six convolutions layers is a 4x9 matrix with infor-
mation about the current game state.
This game state consists of data about the current round. This in-
cludes the tricks played in the right order, as well as the current player,
the dealer and the hand of the current player. This DNN for card play
was then also used in some DMCTS variants5.
There was developed an individual DNN for the trump selection, as
only the hand and position of the player is relevant in this case. It
was noted that the precision of the network had certain diminish-
ing returns and did not improve after a specific point by increasing
the depth. In a direct comparison against other agents, the DNN vari-
ant could defeat the RB agents and had a similar performance as the
DMCTS agents.

In the trump selection phase, the DNN approach delivered the best
results among all agents. It is mentioned that a possible reason for this
is that the MCTS approach very rarely calls Schiebe in comparison to
the DNN agent[6].

3.2.3 Monte Carlo Tree Search Systems

The last approach presented is the MCTS algorithm. This method is
used in many of the studies discussed in section 3.1: Related Work.
For example, in the papers on heads up no limit poker, Big2 but
also in Skat, where an MCTS approach created by Kupferschmied and
Helmet is applied [4].

In the previous work about Schieber Jass, Determinized MCTS meth-
ods DMCTS and Information Set Monte Carlo Tree Search (ISMCTS) are
implemented[6]. The MCTS algorithms are tested with different num-
bers of iterations. Similar to the DNN approach, increasing iterations
and determinations above a certain threshold does not yield any ad-
ditional benefits.
As already known, the MCTS methods were outperformed by the DNN

agent in the trump selection. In the card play phase, however, the
Time-based Determinized Monte Carlo Tree Search was able to keep
up with the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) agent and there-
fore outperform the RB approach. DMCTS and CNN are only outper-

4 On a dataset from Swisslos consisting of 1.8M played rounds.
5 Probability Determinized Monte Carlo Tree Search and Probability Information Set

Monte Carlo Tree Search.
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formed by a cheating MCTS algorithm, which, as the name suggests,
has forbidden information about the cards of the other players[6].

3.2.4 Prior Experiments

In addition to the bot vs. bot experiments, there were also human vs.
bot experiments conducted in the previous work on the Schieber Jass
game.
The aim was to assess the strength of the bots, but also to get feed-
back from the players on how it feels to play with a bot. Experiments
were conducted with two humans vs. two bots, as well as human and
bot vs. two bots. In contrast to the bot vs. bot experiments, single
rounds were used, as the human player could remember the cards
when played with double rounds.6 The participants were asked to fill
out a feedback form after the experiment to gain knowledge about
how they rate the bot.

The limitations mentioned are the procurement of large amounts
of test results but also the question of the strength classification of
the human players.
In the human vs. bot experiments there were 6 human teams playing
136 rounds against the T-DMCTS bot team. The humans were experi-
enced players and scored 49.5% ± 14.2% of the overall points against
the T-DMCTS players.
In these experiments, it is concluded that the AI does not have a clear
upper hand against average human players but can compete with
them. The variance was very high because no double rounds were
made. We will not go into details about the human-bot paired exper-
iments, as only human vs. bot experiments were done in this paper,
as these are more significant for the strength classification of the AI.

3.3 current agent

The bot used in this thesis is the same DMCTS agent that was shown in
the previous section 3.2.4 Prior Experiments. The DMCTS agent uses a
configuration of 1000x1000 where the number indicates the amount
of determinitazions and rollouts. These settings proved to be the most
effective in the previous work and were therefore retained.

The agent used in this work uses a CNN approach for trump selec-
tion instead of the RB method. In terms of technical context, the cur-
rent agent is implemented in C++7 and uses the Upper Confidence
Bound Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) algorithm in the MCTS im-
plementation to ensure that possible variants that have not yet been

6 This gives a huge randomness factor to the experiments. In section 5.1.2 Double
Rounds we introduce a possible way to implement the double rounds into human
vs. bot experiments.

7 The previous agent was implemented in Python.
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visited are selected first.
The use of this algorithm is considered state-of-the-art for MCTS meth-
ods and is implemented in many other research on AI[4].
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4
I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

This chapter explains the steps involved in the programming part of
this thesis.

4.1 interface update

The git repository of the Jass server used in this work is a fork of an
already existing Jass server1. Since the experiments are the focus of
the work, we used an existing project that already implements a GUI.
For the use of our experiments, we adapted the GUI in several places.
By playing with the GUI, some revealing factors can be eliminated.
There can be no cheating when shuffling the cards and the counting
of the card values is always correct. It also prevents misplaying and
pre-playing of cards.

The codebase of the project is written in JavaScript (JS) and for the
client-side GUI, JavaScript XML (JSX) was used. Since our experiments
have a round-based system, we adapted the score screen accordingly.
To achieve this, we implemented round indicators on the server side,
which can be queried by the client side.
The language change from English to German is also indicated, as it
was expected that the majority of the experiment participants would
have an easier time with the German language. Therefore, the change
from English to German was also made in all other parts of the GUI

to be consistent.2

1 https://github.com/roman1489-afk/jass-server-ui.
2 See: Figure 4.

15
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(a) New environment with updated score screen on the top left corner of the GUI. It shows the current
round and Teams.

(b) Old score screen in En-
glish without round indi-
cator.

Figure 4: Jass GUI changes.
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The old interface contained a "suggestion engine" in the form of
a clickable button that suggests a possible move to the player. This
was deactivated with the intention that players might be distracted
by it. In its place, the logo of the company IPT was used, as their
sponsorship enabled a Jass Challenge Event at the university of Bern
where the current agent was tested live3.

(a) IPT advertisement in the GUI. (b) Old sugges-
tion engine
in the GUI.

Figure 5: Further GUI changes.

4.2 card distribution

In the preparations for the experimental setup, it was first decided
not to distribute the cards randomly, but to prepare them in advance
in certain compositions4.
These card settings also had to be built into the code. To achieve this,
we adapted the creation of the deck on the server side. Instead of the
random card distributions that used the .shuffle function, the cards
are distributed manually for each round in our implementation.

Listing 1: Manual card distribution.

switch (rounds) {

case 1:

// game 1, round 1

helpSort(range(0,26),

[22,21,17,35,11,7,16,24,22,27,15,35,33,27,

24,20,22,28,24,34,24,24,22,3 ,31,27,29]);

break;

case 2:

helpSort(range(0,26),

[32,24,12,4,28,22,25,17,21,12,10,14,18,26,

24,18,28,31,22,33,26,34,27,23,27,27,26]);

break;

3 See: Section 5.3.1 Jass Challenge Event or Appendix A for more information about
the event.

4 See: Section 5.1.3 Pre-set Card Discussion.
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(...)

This shows two cases of card distributions in the code. Only 27 of
the 36 cards had to be assigned to a specific player because the last 9

were then automatically assigned to the fourth player.
Another feature that makes up our experimental setup are the double-
rounds5. For the realisation of this approach, we have modified the
manually defined decks with a helper function.

Listing 2: Helper function double-rounds.

/**

* Helper function to shift the existing deck, so that the hands

of players are switched

* @param {number} numbersOfShifts indicates the number of

switches

* @returns {*} the deck in correct order, that players will get

different hands

*/

function shiftDeck(numbersOfShifts){

return deck.cards.push.apply(deck.cards, deck.cards.splice(0,

numbersOfShifts));

}

It takes a pre-set card deck and shifts it counter-clockwise. The 8

pre-set card decks are used twice, and this results in the 16 rounds
per game.

4.3 insert new agent

Another task during the implementation was to replace the existing
bot with Thomas Koller’s new agent.
To realise this, according to the Application Programming Interface
(API) documentation, we required a well-defined and formatted game
state in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format, which is sent to the
specific endpoint of the agent server using a Representational State
Transfer (REST) API request.

4.3.1 REST-API

REST API, like other APIs, is used to exchange data between client and
servers. REST typically uses the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
protocol and transmits the data in the earlier mentioned JSON format.
The REST API used was able to process the requests very quickly and
sometimes provide a response in less than one second. This allowed
the bots to play faster than some human participants would have
been comfortable with.
For the concrete implementation, two different request types both

5 See: Section 5.1.2 Double Rounds.
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using the same game state were needed. The requests are triggered
when a corresponding message is recognised by the server side. The
more frequently used endpoint was the card selection endpoint and
the less frequently used the trump selection endpoint.
In a game with two agents playing 16 rounds, card requests had to be
executed exactly 288 times and trump requests 8 times respectively.

Listing 3: API card request.

/**

* Fetches an API card request to a bot.

* @param {JSON} currentState this is the gameState of the

current Game

* @returns {Promise<*>} if successful we get a card, chosen from

the bot

*/

async function fetchApiCardRequest(currentState) {

try {

let response = await fetch( ’http ://**** −***** .**** .ch
/*********/***************** ’, {

method: ’POST’,
retry: 5,

pause: 2000,

headers: {

’Content−Type’: ’ application/json ’
},

body: JSON.stringify(currentState),

});

let data = await response.json();

return data;

} catch (e){

console.log(e);

}

}

The code shows the async function for the card-request.6 The trump
request has a similar structure. Since the server has no caching, the 5

retries at intervals of two seconds attempt to recover from a possible
interruption in the WLAN connection. This could lead to a loss of the
connection and the game flow. Finally the game will be terminated
undesirably.
Before the response gets passed on to the client side, it must be for-
matted correctly7. As an example, we will take a response from the
agent "HK", which indicates that the agent would like to play the
king of hearts. At the server side, however, the cards are specified as
JSON-formatted objects. Here the king of hearts looks like this: {num-
ber: 13, colour: ’HEARTS’} .

6 The exact URL of the endpoint is censored.
7 See: Appendix B.
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This conversion in the other direction is also necessary when creating
and updating the game state8.

4.3.2 Game State

The game state mentioned in the previous section is the essential com-
ponent of the REST-API requests. The response of the agent depends
on this data. A not well formatted JSON game state will cause the
agent to crash. Furthermore, the correctness of the game state is im-
portant, as even small changes will influence the card selection and
trump selection.

The code below shows an example of a game state in JSON for-
mat. There are static entities that are used for information purposes
only. These include "version", "jassTyp" and "gameId". Other entities
such as "trump", "dealer" and "forehand" are set at the beginning of
a round and remain fixed until the end of the round. The remain-
ing entities vary with each turn and therefore need to be adjusted
regularly.

Listing 4: Game state.

{

"version": "V0.2 ",
"trump": 5,

"dealer": 3,

"currentPlayer": 2,

"playerView": 2,

"forehand": 0,

" tricks ": [

{

" f i r s t ": 2

}

],

"player": [

{

"hand": []

},

{

"hand": []

},

{

"hand": [

"DJ",
"D9",
"D10",
"HA",
"H7",
"H6",
"S8",

8 See: 4.3.2 Game state.
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"SJ ",
"D6"

]

},

{

"hand": []

}

],

" jassTyp": "SCHIEBER",
"gameId": 0

}

To ensure that the game state is always correctly available, the
newly created game state class is supplied with update messages
from several locations on the server side depending on what changes
happen in the game. The game state is then passed to the REST-API

function described in the previous section as "currentState".
One difficulty was the order of the player IDs. In our server environ-
ment, the first player gets the ID: 0 and then it increases counterclock-
wise to ID: 3. In the agent’s system, IDs 1 and 3 are swapped. This
must be taken into cosideration when converting between the nota-
tion systems.
In the game state, we store the card hands and the cards that have al-
ready been played. The inverted conversion mentioned in the section
4.3.1 REST-API is carried out here.

4.3.3 Program Flow

At the end of the implementation chapter, we would like to present
a Unified Modeling Language (UML)-like diagram to visualise the
process and the possible branches in the game flow9.

The diagram shows the Jass server as the core of the project with
server and client implementation. A new game gets started from the
Jass server as soon as two players and two bots are connected. After
this is setup, the game begins with card distribution and the corre-
sponding game flow.
When a player performs an action, it affects the new game and the Jass
server. Both are responsible for ensuring that the GUI and the game
state are updated correctly at all times. When a bot performs an ac-
tion, a well-formatted request is made to the agent via the REST-API.
The request uses the provided game state to build its body. The des-
tination of the request is marked as black box, because the agent’s
details are not the main part of the work.

9 See: Appendix C
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After the agent has completed a card selection or trump selection,
the response is returned to the bot. After reformatting, it is again the
task of the new game and Jass server to carry out the corresponding
updates.



5
E X P E R I M E N TA L S E T U P

In the preparations for the experiments, various factors were taken
into consideration in order to achieve the best possible results.
The precautions taken serve to optimise the significance of the exper-
imental results but also the best possible performance of the partici-
pants. For the experiments we have chosen a round-based scheme, as
this provides better comparability. The number of rounds was set to
16

1. This way, each player can trump four times.

5.1 minimize randomness

In section 2.2 The Card Game Jass we declared the Schieber variant
as a game with strategy but also a portion of luck. Since luck factors
are very detrimental to the significance of the experiments, we tried
to eliminate them.
The participants in the experiment were deliberately not informed
about all these modifications. They knew that there were no multipli-
ers, but they did not know that some of the cards were not distributed
randomly and that the double round system was used.

5.1.1 No Multipliers

As in most Schieber tournaments, the multipliers were omitted in
our experiments. The Schieber is played without "Stöck"- and "Weis-
points"2. All six possible trump variations are counted with the same
factor. This results in a total of exactly 157 points for each game, in-
cluding 5 points for the last trick.

There was only one change in case of a "match". This is the term
used when a team claims all the tricks in a round and reaches the max-
imum score of 157 points. In this situation, the team was awarded a
match bonus of 100 points. This measure was intended to give teams
more incentive to play in a coordinated manner.
In fact, we could observe how a team was excited when they suc-
ceeded to get a match. However as the agent does not count on this
reward of 100 points, but only tries to make the maximum points
from the cards, we manually deleted the match bonus in the evalua-
tion of the experiments.

1 This number was set after testing how low a game of 12/16 or 20 rounds last. 16

rounds proved to be feasible in terms of time.
2 In some variant of the Jass game one can get additional points by having a special

constellation of hand cards.
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5.1.2 Double Rounds

The concept of double rounds was copied from the previous work[6].
As mentioned in section 3.5 Prior Experiments, the concept was only
used in the bot vs. bot experiments and not in human vs. bot ex-
periments. However, the double rounds are the factor with the most
potential to minimise randomness, as in a game no matter what hap-
pens both teams always have the same conditions with this concept.
We have come to a solution using permutation in a way that the dou-
ble rounds are not obvious.

For example, the cards of the first round are not played again in the
next round, but later in round 10. Therefore, we developed a concept
in which the first 8 rounds were individual and rounds 9-16 were the
mirrored copies in a different order.
As the experiment participants did not know this, it was never no-
ticed by anyone. Even with enlightened knowledge, it takes an in-
credibly good memory to gain an advantage and remember certain
rounds.

5.1.3 Pre-set Card Discussion

The final arrangement was to not distribute the cards randomly, but
to prepare 8 card arrangements and then fit them into 16 rounds
using the concept of double rounds. The card distributions include
card hands in which the players are challenged with problems that
can be solved by the unwritten rules of the Jass game.
As examples, they test whether a player can pass to a teammate by
correctly "verwerfen3" in an obeabe game or whether a player makes
a trump when having nell and trump ace "zu fünft4" . The idea behind
this encompasses two benefits.

First, we hoped to eliminate rounds that were too easy. That means
rounds in which it is obvious even to an average player which trump
leads to the best result and seven or more tricks are directly in hand5.
In this case it would be impossible for a bot to make a difference.
Even if all the cards were shown to the bot, the bot could only play
equally well.
In hindsight, this first advantage was misjudged. If the cards are dis-
tributed randomly, there are by chance practically no distributions
that are too easy on all the rounds. Additionally the pre-set rounds
played into the favour of an experienced team, as a lot could be
achieved with cooperation. Probably more than with randomly dis-

3 A concept where a player recognises on which colours his partner has good cards
depending on the previously played cards. Can be translated with “Discarding”.

4 The player has the trump 9, Ace and 3 other cards that are not any special, like
6,7,8,10 or Queen.

5 Consider, for example, a hand with 7 cards of hearts.
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tributed cards. Cooperation, as will be shown in the experiment eval-
uations, is a deficit of the agent.

The second advantage we saw in the uniform evaluation. Since all
experiments had exactly the same conditions, there should be better
possibilities to make comparative evaluations. The second advantage
proved to be very useful for better comparisons. Because the individ-
ual moves of the games were recorded, it is easier to understand why
the agent in a certain round was bad in all the experiments.

5.2 usability tests

Before the experiments were carried out, we set up two usability tests
in which certain technical problems were eliminated and we also
added a 1-second delay to all decisions of the bot, as the enormous
speed of the bot was described negatively in the feedback of the tests.

A second adjustment was again a delay as soon as all cards were
played. The cards were now left on the table for two seconds before
they were cleared away. This created a more natural-looking Jass en-
vironment. The GUI does offer players the option to view the last trick,
but with this variation, participants rarely needed this option.
Viewing the last trick is not actually allowed in tournaments, but since
there is no possible intervention in the online environment to pre-
vent the trick from being taken, it is still necessary. The option gives
especially inattentive players an advantage over a real tournament
situation, but it does not provide more advantageous information.

5.3 in-person experiments

The experiments could be conducted in-person by placing both par-
ticipants at a table and giving them a configured laptop as a game
device.
This meant more work for the participants to attend but also for the
host to organize in comparison to the remote experiments. The ad-
vantage of this variant was the possibility for the participants to get
to know each other better.
It was noticeable that the partners coordinated better before the game
started and were able to benefit more from non-verbal communica-
tion due to their presence in the same room. Verbal communication
related to the game was prohibited during the experiment.

5.3.1 Jass Challenge Event

A special form of in-person experimentation was the Jass Challenge
Event at the university of Bern6. In order to promote the project of

6 See: Flyer Appendix A.
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the Jass agent and at the same time to receive more experimental
data from dedicated Jass players, this challenge was brought to life.
In comparison to the other experiments, the participating teams did
not only want to defeat the bot but were aiming to play out as much
difference as possible. In the end, it was the highest positive differ-
ence that decided the winning teams of the event. The incentive to
do well was further increased by distributing a prize money of 550.-
among the best teams7.
This may have influenced some of the teams psychologically to mas-
ter their coordination in the best possible way. From several teams a
lot of coordination-talk was observed before the start of the matches.

5.4 remote experiments

As the effort was lower, many experiments were conducted remotely
by having a zoom meeting or phone calls. The connection to the Jass
server could be enabled remotely through an internal link. In this
variant, other topics than Jass were rarely exchanged, and it was gen-
erally quieter in comparison to the in-person experiments.
There was a host who was present and checked that people were
not communicating verbally. For optimal performance of the Human
teams, the in-person variant is preferable.

7 The sponsor IPT made it possible for the Jass Challenge Event to take place in this
form.
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E X P E R I M E N TA L R E S U LT S

In this chapter, the results of the experiments are presented and dis-
cussed. In the course of the work, there were two series of experi-
ments. All experiments were logged in JSON files. This enabled us to
analyse the points scored based on this data. It also made it possible
to look for specific outliers and to analyse the corresponding course
of the game.1

6.1 experimental round 1

The first round of experiments had all the participating teams play
with the same cards. The first round included many in-person exper-
iments, including all the experiments from the Jass Challenge Event.
In all experiments the concept of double rounds was used.
The data set includes 12 teams, which played 16 rounds each. This
results in 192 rounds.

6.2 experimental round 2

In the second round, the cards were randomised, and the majority of
experiments were done remotely. In all experiments the concept of
double rounds was used.
The data set includes 13 teams, which played 16 rounds each. This
results in 208 rounds.

6.3 result comparison

When considering the results, the difference we talk about is from the
point of view of the human teams. A difference in the positive range
means that the human team has performed better.
A difference in the negative range indicates a better performance of
the bot team.

1 Find all the results and logs under: https://github.com/roman1489-afk/

jass-server-ui/tree/develop/experiments
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(a) Experimental round 1.

(b) Experimental round 2.

Figure 6: Result of all conducted experiments.

The first comparison of results shows the difference at the end of
the 16-round games in histogram format. In the histogram (a), the
human teams won 8 of the 12 games. The scatter of the results is very
high, which can be explained by the limited size of the data set when
only looking at the games.
In the histogram (b), the human teams won 7 of the 13 games and
again there are many outliers. Purely in terms of victories, the hu-
man teams were able to beat the bot team. If we look at the exact
points scored in all games, the statistics again tend towards the hu-
man teams. They were able to score 50.48% ± 17.53% of the points
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in the experimental round 1. The large Standard Deviation (STD) can
be explained by the nature of alternating trumps in the Jass game, as
many of the results range between 110-140 and 30-50 points. While
the mean value is 79.25 points.
The experimental round 2 was similar, with the human teams scor-
ing 50.57% ± 14.27% of the points with a mean value of 79.39 points.
However, the STD is somewhat smaller here. A reason for this is found
in the next histograms.

(a) Experimental round 1.

(b) Experimental round 2.

Figure 7: Result of all played double rounds.
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The second comparison deals with the double rounds. We look at
all double rounds of all teams in the respective experimental rounds.
Since in the individual double rounds both teams make a trump once
with the same cards, it should be possible for the bot not to grant the
human teams any above-average double rounds. However, the two
histograms show us the opposite. The mean difference of experimen-
tal round 1 over all double rounds is 3.975 points and in experimental
round 2 it is 3.59 points.

A double round consists of two rounds at 157 points, i.e. 314 pos-
sible points. There are some double rounds in which differences of
more than 100 points are recorded. The outliers in the negative range
are cases where the human teams had poor coordination or dared to
take a risky trump selection which did not pay off. Some of the cases
where the points are massively in favour of the human teams are men-
tioned separately in section 6.2 Result Discussion, as it is crucial for
the future agent development to know what led to such enormous
differences.

Due to the larger amount of data for the double rounds, we achieve
a recognisable Gaussian normal distribution in both histograms. Com-
pared to the first experimental round, the differences in the experi-
mental round 2 are clearly narrower in the range -50 to +50 and many
results at the zero point. The STD confirms this observation, as it is
54.57 points in experimental round 1 and only 44.58 points in experi-
mental round 2. It is possible that the random card distributions led
to more moderate rounds because the rounds less often advantaged
one team.

To address the case, that certain teams could be responsible for
only the negative values and certain for only the positive values, we
conducted two-sided t-tests for all the teams.
As it turned out, the described scenario did not happen. Two-sided t-
tests were made for each of the 25 games (12 in experimental round 1

and 13 in experimental round 2). In which we took the differences in
the double rounds as data. They all fulfilled the normal distribution
requirement, but no empirical t-value was found in all 25 games that
would satisfy a significance level of 0.95.

Therefore, the null hypothesis: "There is no difference between bot and
human" was kept as correct in all cases. This means that the best
human teams also lost certain double rounds and the human teams
that could not beat the bot overall also won in certain double rounds.
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Figure 8: Experimental round 1.

The last diagram shows a box plot of experimental round 1. In this
case, the pre-set card distribution discussed in section 5.1.3 Pre-set
Card Discussion comes in handy. Only in this case is it possible to
generate such a box plot.
We see all 8 double rounds of experimental round 1. Since all double
rounds were played by all 12 teams, we have 12 data sets in each box.
We are again interested in the differences of the double rounds.

The box plot clearly shows that not in every double round the
teams performed equally. For analysing the bot, it is again very useful
because we can look at the outliers. We also see that double round 6

and especially double round 7 seemed to have been very favourable
for the human teams, as the boxes are entirely in positive range. How-
ever, double round 8 seems to have been very difficult for the human
teams. It therefore appears appropriate to look at these rounds in
more detail in section 6.2 Result Discussion.
In order to classify this result statistically, we also made two-sided
t-tests. The 12 differences from the corresponding double rounds
served as data.

For rounds 1-6, we must leave the null hypothesis "There is no dif-
ference between bot and human" as it is, because the empirical t-value
does not reach the critical t-test for a significance of 0.95. So, there
is no statistical difference between the human and bot team in these
rounds. In round 7, however, the empirical t-value clearly exceeds the
threshold, and we can say that there is a difference in favour of the
humans between the human and bot team. The p-value in this case is
actually 0.010, i.e. the significance is substantially higher than 0.95.
In the case of double round 8, on the other hand, it can be shown with
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a significance level of over 0.95 that there is a difference in favour of
the bot team.

6.4 result discussion

The statistical evaluations cannot determine a clear superiority of the
agent but neither of the human teams. In the conducted experiments,
we found that the human teams were able to defeat the agent more
often and score more points in the overall game as well as in the
individual double rounds.
If we base ourselves on the experiments, we can conclude that the
agent is not on a super-human level. The level high-human level is
debatable - there are well-founded pro and contra arguments.

From a pro point of view, it can be mentioned that the participants
in the experiments were strong and experienced players, certainly
above the average player. According to the feedback forms, the par-
ticipants rated themselves on average with 3.6/5 points in relation to
their jass skills. In feedback questionnaires, people rated themselves
modestly, for example, no participant rated themselves with a score
of 5.
Most of the teams have played Schieber in a few games or regularly
with each other and have well over 10 years of experience with the
game of Jass.
The bot was not able to win consistently against his opponents. It is
possible that the AI could have done so with many more experiments2.
Statistically, we cannot substantiate this. It is therefore possible that
the agent could be set at a high-human level as we could expect him
to beat an average human team.

In the following, we would like to discuss some examples in which
large differences in scores were found. In some places the agent has
a clear deficit, which occurs repetitively. This fact and the defeat over
the entire experiments are arguments against placing the agent on a
high-human level.
Because double rounds were used in all experiments, we can make
direct comparisons between the human teams and bot teams in all sit-
uations. For each of the situations, the decisive card hands and game
sequences are provided in JSON format3.

For the following example situations, Appendix D contains all rel-
evant player hands and game progressions in JSON format that are
considered in the according situation.

2 Consider the Situation 3 later in this section as a reason for this argument.
3 See: Appendix B for naming conventions.
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Situation 1:

The bot makes diamonds trump. In the first trick, 3 players come
out with trumps. In the second trick, only the bot and its partner
are calling trumps. The decision to play diamonds (trump) again in
the third trick is not correct at all, because it pulls a trump from the
bot’s partner. This could have been prevented by simply counting the
trumps. A beginner’s mistake.

Situation 2:

The bot plays forehand obeabe. With this hand its certainly an op-
tion, but there is the risk of having only 3 safe tricks.[5] The majority
of human teams play hearts trumps forehand, which is certainly the
less risky option.
After the two safe tricks with the aces, the bot decides to play out the
"HJ", here the game slips into the hands of the human team and the
bot even has to throw away his third ace at the end. The bot team
only scores 43 points on their own trump.

Situation 3:

With this hand, one must call a trump after schiebe. The bot de-
cides to play undeufe and scores 88 points. The human team calls
clubs trump and scores 144 points. In the game, both teams made
good moves. In this case, the bot cannot be blamed for a faulty or
risky play style. There is no really good variation to play in this situ-
ation.
This situation shows that the decision about the trump can make a
huge difference of many points. Perhaps the bot is right in this situa-
tion and in most cases of the remaining card distributions undeufe is
more advantageous, but not in this one.
This example shows the difficulty in assessing the experiments, as in
some cases a statistically better decision may lead to a worse result.
To get around this, far more experiments would be needed.

Situation 4:

The human team plays undeufe and scores 130 points. The bot team
also plays undeufe but cannot pass the game properly after the clear
tricks and scores only 80 points. The human team indicates which
colour is to be played by discarding4 other cards correctly.
The bot team lacks this form of communication in a situation where it
is quite possible to get more out of the game. Especially in the case of

4 Verwerfen.
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obeabe and undeufe, this example of the bot’s communication deficit
is not an isolated case.

Situation 5:

The bot calls schiebe with this hand and then is gets called heart
trump from the partner, which leads to a fatal 57-point result. After
the decision to schiebe, the partner’s heart decision is fine.
It is therefore questionable whether a schiebe call on a three-coloured5

hand is really appropriate in this situation.
The human team, for example, plays undeufe and scores 107 points
with its own hand containing 4 safe tricks and a little help from part-
ner. In order to call undeufe, there should actually be 5 safe tricks
in the hand, so it is debatable what is really the best decision but
schiebe certainly isn’t here. As in Situation 3, this can be a statisti-
cally better decision with a worse result.Nevertheless, the decision of
the bot violates widespread Jass rules.

Situation 6:

With this hand both teams make undeufe trump, which is certainly
the best choice. Both teams manage to make the 6 safe tricks and suc-
cessfully pass at spades, as partner has the "S6" there.
But the difference is that the human team starts with the "C6" and
partner knows that his "C7" and "C8" is bock6 and keeps it. The bot
plays all the diamond cards directly and then the "C6" in the 6th trick.
The partner of the bot thereby discards the "C7" and "C8".
The difference in points is that the human team makes a match and
takes 157 points, while the bot team only makes 109 points.

In the previous section it was mentioned during the box-plot dis-
cussion, that the double rounds 7 and 8 are looked at more closely.
This is done in the following.

Experiment 1, double round 7:

This is a difficult round. There is no obvious best variation. The
human teams that call schiebe and make hearts trump do best. They
score around 120 points. Other human teams make clubs forehand
trump leaving an even game with 70-80 points.
The bot, on the other hand, only manages to score 50-60 points with
its own trump. The agent always behaves in exactly the same way.
First calls schiebe and then makes spades trump. This decision is

5 Three-coloured hand is a case, where a players hand has only 3 of the 4 existing
colours. In many cases after a schiebe call, the partner will call trump on the colour
that is missing.

6 Bock is called to cards, that are guaranteed winning a trick when played.
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absolutely devastating for the course of the game, but we can show
that it is not the trump selection but the subsequent card selection
that is the problem.

The bot prefers to come on "SJ", "S8", "S7" instead of "HA", "HK",
"H9". The decision is understandable, because of a lot of bock cards
and the trump jack in the hand. In fact, this trump decision could
be converted into a better result. The trump selection decision was
good.
But the bot then starts the round by playing the "H6"! This means
that they don’t come into the game and the opponent scores the first
10 points. In the second trick, the bot, who had called for a spades-
trump decides to "stechen"7 while only having 3 trumps to get into
the game, which is not successful because the current hand of the bot
is missing on the numerical trump advantage.
The bots now make the following two trump tricks with Jack and
then Nell, but now the opponent still has a trump in his hand and
can "stechen" the "HA" Bock and take control of the game.
The unwritten Jass rules state that you always open with the most
valuable trump so that your partner can see what trump cards your
opponents have[5]! This would be the "S9". A scenario where the first
bot plays the trump nell ("S9") ends up with 77 points in the worst
case and more often around 100 points.

This explains the big difference in favour of the human teams in
double round 7. The bot team does not play an optimal game here,
while the trump selection is appropriate.

Experiment 1st round 8:

Intended in this double round is that after calling schiebe the part-
ner makes undeufe as trump. With coordination a solid 7-8 tricks
game is feasible. Two human teams achieved a match in this round!
The bot team always plays the same pattern and scores many points
on average. They make a mistake of throwing away the “H6” at the
end. Nevertheless, most of the human teams do not play perfectly ei-
ther and thus slightly worse than the bots. The human teams have of-
ten made the correct pattern with schiebe and undeufe trump. Some
teams also did forehand trumps but this led to a bad result.

Depending on what player 1 plays out on the first move, more
or less points can be scored in the end. The bot team does not play
perfectly here, but better than the most teams that did not have a very
good coordination going. Therefore, this double round swings to the
bot team’s advantage. It would be possible to score more points than
the bot team but the challenging card distribution in this round has
cost the most human teams many points on average.

7 Play a trump card on a non-trump trick in order to gain it guaranteed.
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In the result discussions, we have seen various aspects that place
the bot around a high-human level. It also becomes clear through the
examples discussed why the bot does not manage to get to a clear
high-human level or even above.



7
L I M I TAT I O N S

In this chapter, closely related to chapters 5: Experimental Setup and
6: Experimental results, we want to provide an overview of the limita-
tions and challenges that arise when trying to test a bot using human
experiments for the Schieber variant of Jass.

An obvious difficulty in human experimentation is the recruitment
of participants. There is the possibility of directly approaching people
from the close environment, which proves to be effective. However,
this method brings a limited number of participants to the experi-
ment. Public announcements such as our Jass Challenge Event help
to find people who are enthusiastic about the topic and catch some
with attractive prizes.
Having a lot of experiment data is necessary because of situations
mentioned in section 6.4 Result Discussion. It is possible that in a
tournament where the participants not only want to win against the
bot, but also fight against other participants to win a prize, the con-
centration is higher.
We leave open how the differences between in-person and remote ex-
periments influenced the performance. In this case, the human play-
ers performance was high enough to win against the bot. It is impor-
tant that the human performance would rise to a maximum when the
bot performs better.

Increasing the number of experiments would increase the signifi-
cance, but within the framework of the study, a time limit had to be
set. The organisational effort to find time-slots when the two partici-
pants and a host are present is considerably high.
To generate more data, having a team of researchers would be benefi-
cial. One option to generate large amounts of data would be to embed
the bot on a platform such as Swisslos and thus receive big data in a
short time.
However, this has the disadvantage that no information about the
strength of the human players would be available.

Finally, there is a limitation in the significance of human vs. bot
experiments in Schieber Jass.
As shown in section 6.4 Result Discussion with situation 3, small de-
cisions can lead to considerable differences. Even though the agent
may be statistically right, it potentially performs worse in the actual
case. This is one reason why it would take a lot more experiments to
address such scenarios correctly.
It would not be too bad if the games were not so close. In section
6.3 Result Comparison we saw that the difference in points is only
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50.48% and 50.57% respectively. The fact that it is so evenly matched
demands even more perfect significance, because otherwise it is diffi-
cult to make a clear statement about the bot level.

One problem in the nature of the Schieber game is that above a
certain player level many moves are straightforward. In a lot of cases,
it is clear what trump must be decided and what moves carry a big
part of the game. Of course, important decisions are made later in the
game in which a more experienced player or a perfectly playing bot
can choose the statistically better one.
However, the effect of a decision has rarely a huge impact for the
game, but provides the team with e.g. 14 points more. If a better
player executes four such decisions better but loses 60 points in a
trump decision due to a statistically 50/50 chance situation, this is
not reflected in the point difference.

The random factor of the card distribution of this coordinately de-
manding game makes it even more difficult for the agent to be consis-
tently better than a good human team. A good human team does not
make any obvious mistakes and plays close to the optimum in terms
of coordination.
The advantage of the bot in this game is probably the usually better-
founded knowledge of the possible card distributions and the perfect
memory of the played cards.
In situations that look like a 50/50 chance decision for many play-
ers, but one of the decisions prevails in the average outcome, the bot
could be at an advantage in those cases. However, we have seen that
the fine-tuned communication between the bots is sometimes lacking
despite these advantages.

The accumulation of these factors lead to a great difficulty when
experimenting in the area of human vs. bot with the Schieber card
game.



8
C O N C L U S I O N

After the introduction to the Swiss card game Jass and the motivation
behind this thesis, a background on game theory and AI performance
was given. Before the main part of the thesis is explained, we discuss
the related work and especially the prior work, which is very closely
related to this study.
The focus of the work are the human vs. AI experiments. Chapters 4:
Implementation and 5: Experimental Setup are used to describe the
approach in detail. These are decisive for the experimental results,
which are discussed in chapter 6. With this work, we were able to
find out that the AI does not yet perform optimally in the field of
Schieber Jass and, depending on the argumentation, is just slightly
below or at the high-human level.
The strong human teams were able to defeat the agent in the end. We
provide explanations for this humbling result from an experimental
and game-theoretical point of view.

Looking to the future, there is certainly potential for improvement
in the agent, which would have to be addressed in order for the agent
to have a chance of upgrading its performance. It might be worth
considering features of the agents Liberatus and Big2AI to improve
the Jass agent. If the coordination is optimised, the agent should make
a very tough opponent for the best human teams.
The experiments with the double rounds that were carried out as
part of this work seem to be very suitable. The tool of pre-set cards
and the number of rounds played per game are debatable for future
experiments.
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A P P E N D I X



A
J A S S C H A L L E N G E E V E N T

Figure 9: The flyer from the Jass Challenge Event at the university of Bern.
10 Teams competed for the winner prizes. The event attracted 26

people over the whole duration.
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N A M I N G C O N V E N T I O N S J S O N

Naming conventions for the game state and REST-API calls:

Listing 5: Naming conventions.

DIAMONDS = 0 # Ecken / Schellen

D = DIAMONDS

HEARTS = 1 # Herz / Rosen

H = HEARTS

SPADES = 2 # Schaufeln / Schilten

S = SPADES

CLUBS = 3 # Kreuz / Eichel

C = CLUBS

OBE_ABE = 4 # Top-Down

O = OBE_ABE

UNE_UFE = 5 # Bottom-Up

U = UNE_UFE

A = Ace/Ass

K = King/Koenig

Q = Queen/Dame

J = Jack/Bauer
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C
G A M E F L O W U M L

Figure 10: UML-like diagram for the game flow of the Jass server with the
embedded bot connection.
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E X A M P L E S I T U AT I O N S

Listing 6: Situation 1: Game progression.

{

"broadcast": true,

"messageType": "BROADCAST_GAMESTATE",
"data": {

"version": "V0.2 ",
"trump": 0,

"dealer": 0,

"currentPlayer": 3,

"playerView": 3,

"forehand": 0,

" tricks ": [

{

"cards": [

"DJ",
"D6",
"D10",
"S6"

],

"points": 30,

"win": 3,

" f i r s t ": 3

},

{

"cards": [

"D8",
"H6",
"DA",
"S8"

],

"points": 11,

"win": 1,

" f i r s t ": 3

},

{

"cards": [

"D9",
"CQ",
"DQ",
"H7"

],

"points": 20,

"win": 1,

" f i r s t ": 1
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},

{

"cards": [

"C6",
"H9",
"CJ",
"CA"

],

"points": 13,

"win": 2,

" f i r s t ": 1

},

{

"cards": [

"C7",
"C10",
"S9",
"C9"

],

"points": 10,

"win": 1,

" f i r s t ": 2

},

{

"cards": [

"CK",
"SQ",
"H8",
"SJ "

],

"points": 9,

"win": 1,

" f i r s t ": 1

},

{

"cards": [

"C8",
"S10",
"SA",
"HJ"

],

"points": 23,

"win": 1,

" f i r s t ": 1

},

{

"cards": [

"S7",
"HQ",
"SK",
"H10"

],
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"points": 17,

"win": 3,

" f i r s t ": 1

},

{

"cards": [

"DK",
"HA",
"D7",
"HK"

],

"points": 19,

" f i r s t ": 3

}

],

"player": [

{

"hand": []

},

{

"hand": []

},

{

"hand": []

},

{

"hand": []

}

],

" jassTyp": "SCHIEBER",
"gameId": 0

}

}

Listing 7: Situation 2: Starting hand.

"hand": [

"HQ",
"HJ",
"C8",
"H8",
"SJ ",
"SA",
"CA",
"S6",
"HA"

]

Listing 8: Situation 2: Game progression.

{

"broadcast": true,

"messageType": "BROADCAST_GAMESTATE",
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"data": {

"version": "V0.2 ",
"trump": 4,

"dealer": 0,

"currentPlayer": 0,

"playerView": 0,

"forehand": 1,

" tricks ": [

{

"cards": [

"HA",
"H6",
"S10",
"H7"

],

"points": 21,

"win": 3,

" f i r s t ": 3

},

{

"cards": [

"SA",
"S8",
"S7",
"SQ"

],

"points": 22,

"win": 3,

" f i r s t ": 3

},

{

"cards": [

"HJ",
"HK",
"C7",
"H9"

],

"points": 6,

"win": 2,

" f i r s t ": 3

},

{

"cards": [

"SK",
"C9",
"D8",
"S6"

],

"points": 12,

"win": 2,

" f i r s t ": 2

},
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{

"cards": [

"DJ",
"D6",
"DA",
"C8"

],

"points": 21,

"win": 0,

" f i r s t ": 2

},

{

"cards": [

"DK",
"H8",
"C10",
"D9"

],

"points": 22,

"win": 0,

" f i r s t ": 0

},

{

"cards": [

"DQ",
"SJ ",
"H10",
"CJ"

],

"points": 17,

"win": 0,

" f i r s t ": 0

},

{

"cards": [

"D10",
"HQ",
"S9",
"CQ"

],

"points": 16,

"win": 0,

" f i r s t ": 0

},

{

"cards": [

"D7",
"CA",
"C6",
"CK"

],

"points": 15,
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" f i r s t ": 0

}

],

"player": [

{

"hand": []

},

{

"hand": []

},

{

"hand": []

},

{

"hand": []

}

],

" jassTyp": "SCHIEBER",
"gameId": 0

}

}

Listing 9: Situation 3: Starting hand.

"hand": [

"S10",
"H10",
"DK",
"H7",
"D7",
"C9",
"S8",
"S7",
"C6"

]

Listing 10: Situation 4: Human team game progression.

{

"broadcast": true,

"messageType": "BROADCAST_GAMESTATE",
"data": {

"version": "V0.2 ",
"trump": 5,

"dealer": 3,

"currentPlayer": 0,

"playerView": 0,

"forehand": 1,

" tricks ": [

{

"cards": [

"H6",
"SQ",
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"H10",
"HA"

],

"points": 24,

"win": 2,

" f i r s t ": 2

},

{

"cards": [

"S6",
"S10",
"DK",
"SA"

],

"points": 25,

"win": 2,

" f i r s t ": 2

},

{

"cards": [

"S7",
"DJ",
"CQ",
"SJ "

],

"points": 7,

"win": 2,

" f i r s t ": 2

},

{

"cards": [

"S8",
"C7",
"DQ",
"SK"

],

"points": 15,

"win": 2,

" f i r s t ": 2

},

{

"cards": [

"S9",
"D7",
"CJ",
"DA"

],

"points": 2,

"win": 2,

" f i r s t ": 2

},

{
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"cards": [

"HJ",
"D10",
"H7",
"H9"

],

"points": 12,

"win": 0,

" f i r s t ": 2

},

{

"cards": [

"H8",
"HQ",
"CK",
"D8"

],

"points": 23,

"win": 0,

" f i r s t ": 0

},

{

"cards": [

"HK",
"C10",
"CA",
"C8"

],

"points": 22,

"win": 0,

" f i r s t ": 0

},

{

"cards": [

"C9",
"C6",
"D9",
"D6"

],

"points": 22,

" f i r s t ": 0

}

],

"player": [

{

"hand": []

},

{

"hand": []

},

{

"hand": []
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},

{

"hand": []

}

],

" jassTyp": "SCHIEBER",
"gameId": 0

}

}

Listing 11: Situation 4: Bot team game progression.

{

"broadcast": true,

"messageType": "BROADCAST_GAMESTATE",
"data": {

"version": "V0.2 ",
"trump": 5,

"dealer": 2,

"currentPlayer": 0,

"playerView": 0,

"forehand": 1,

" tricks ": [

{

"cards": [

"S6",
"SQ",
"H10",
"SA"

],

"points": 24,

"win": 1,

" f i r s t ": 1

},

{

"cards": [

"S8",
"S10",
"HK",
"SJ "

],

"points": 24,

"win": 1,

" f i r s t ": 1

},

{

"cards": [

"S7",
"DJ",
"DK",
"SK"

],

"points": 10,
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"win": 1,

" f i r s t ": 1

},

{

"cards": [

"S9",
"C7",
"DQ",
"DA"

],

"points": 3,

"win": 1,

" f i r s t ": 1

},

{

"cards": [

"H6",
"D7",
"H8",
"HA"

],

"points": 19,

"win": 1,

" f i r s t ": 1

},

{

"cards": [

"D9",
"D8",
"CJ",
"C10"

],

"points": 20,

"win": 0,

" f i r s t ": 1

},

{

"cards": [

"D6",
"C9",
"HQ",
"CA"

],

"points": 14,

"win": 0,

" f i r s t ": 0

},

{

"cards": [

"D10",
"CQ",
"H9",
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"HJ"
],

"points": 15,

"win": 0,

" f i r s t ": 0

},

{

"cards": [

"C8",
"H7",
"C6",
"CK"

],

"points": 23,

" f i r s t ": 0

}

],

"player": [

{

"hand": []

},

{

"hand": []

},

{

"hand": []

},

{

"hand": []

}

],

" jassTyp": "SCHIEBER",
"gameId": 0

}

}

Listing 12: Situation 5: Starting hand.

"hand": [

"SJ ",
"SQ",
"D7",
"C7",
"D8",
"SK",
"D6",
"C9",
"DJ"

]

Listing 13: Situation 6: Starting hand Player.
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"hand": [

"D6",
"D7",
"SK",
"D8",
"SQ",
"S8",
"C6",
"DK",
"D10"

]

Listing 14: Situation 6: Starting hand Partner.

"hand": [

"S6",
"CJ",
"S10",
"H9",
"C7",
"C8",
"H7",
"HA",
"DQ"

]

Listing 15: Experiment 1. Round 8: Starting hand player.

"hand": [

"SQ",
"C10",
"DK",
"CJ",
"D9",
"C7",
"H6",
"S9",
"SA"

]

Listing 16: Experiment 1. Round 8: Starting hand partner.

"hand": [

"DA",
"D8",
"SK",
"S10",
"S8",
"S7",
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"S6",
"CK",
"C6"

]

Listing 17: Experiment 1. Round 8: Game progression.

{

"broadcast": true,

"messageType": "BROADCAST_GAMESTATE",
"data": {

"version": "V0.2 ",
"trump": 5,

"dealer": 2,

"currentPlayer": 2,

"playerView": 2,

"forehand": 0,

" tricks ": [

{

"cards": [

"C7",
"CA",
"CK",
"C9"

],

"points": 4,

"win": 1,

" f i r s t ": 1

},

{

"cards": [

"CJ",
"CQ",
"C6",
"HK"

],

"points": 20,

"win": 3,

" f i r s t ": 1

},

{

"cards": [

"S6",
"SJ ",
"SQ",
"HA"

],

"points": 16,

"win": 3,

" f i r s t ": 3

},

{
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"cards": [

"S8",
"DQ",
"SA",
"C8"

],

"points": 19,

"win": 3,

" f i r s t ": 3

},

{

"cards": [

"S7",
"DJ",
"S9",
"HJ"

],

"points": 4,

"win": 3,

" f i r s t ": 3

},

{

"cards": [

"S10",
"HQ",
"DK",
"D10"

],

"points": 27,

"win": 3,

" f i r s t ": 3

},

{

"cards": [

"SK",
"H10",
"D9",
"H8"

],

"points": 22,

"win": 3,

" f i r s t ": 3

},

{

"cards": [

"DA",
"D6",
"C10",
"D7"

],

"points": 21,

"win": 2,
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" f i r s t ": 3

},

{

"cards": [

"H9",
"H6",
"H7",
"D8"

],

"points": 19,

" f i r s t ": 2

}

],

"player": [

{

"hand": []

},

{

"hand": []

},

{

"hand": []

},

{

"hand": []

}

],

" jassTyp": "SCHIEBER",
"gameId": 0

}

}

Listing 18: Experiment 1. Round 7: Starting hand player.

"hand": [

"SK",
"S9",
"D9",
"HJ",
"HQ",
"H6",
"CJ",
"C9",
"C7"

]

Listing 19: Experiment 1. Round 7: Starting hand partner.

"hand": [

"SJ ",
"S8",
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"S7",
"HA",
"HK",
"CK",
"D10",
"D6",
"H9"

]

Listing 20: Experiment 1. Round 7: Game progression.

{

"broadcast": true,

"messageType": "BROADCAST_GAMESTATE",
"data": {

"version": "V0.2 ",
"trump": 2,

"dealer": 2,

"currentPlayer": 0,

"playerView": 0,

"forehand": 0,

" tricks ": [

{

"cards": [

"H6",
"H7",
"H9",
"H10"

],

"points": 10,

"win": 2,

" f i r s t ": 1

},

{

"cards": [

"D7",
"D9",
"DK",
"S7"

],

"points": 4,

"win": 3,

" f i r s t ": 2

},

{

"cards": [

"SJ ",
"S6",
"SK",
"SA"

],

"points": 35,
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"win": 3,

" f i r s t ": 3

},

{

"cards": [

"S8",
"SQ",
"S9",
"H8"

],

"points": 17,

"win": 1,

" f i r s t ": 3

},

{

"cards": [

"C7",
"C8",
"CK",
"S10"

],

"points": 14,

"win": 2,

" f i r s t ": 1

},

{

"cards": [

"CQ",
"C9",
"C6",
"D6"

],

"points": 3,

"win": 2,

" f i r s t ": 2

},

{

"cards": [

"C10",
"CJ",
"CA",
"D10"

],

"points": 33,

"win": 0,

" f i r s t ": 2

},

{

"cards": [

"DA",
"HK",
"DJ",
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"HJ"
],

"points": 19,

"win": 0,

" f i r s t ": 0

},

{

"cards": [

"D8",
"HA",
"DQ",
"HQ"

],

"points": 17,

" f i r s t ": 0

}

],

"player": [

{

"hand": []

},

{

"hand": []

},

{

"hand": []

},

{

"hand": []

}

],

" jassTyp": "SCHIEBER",
"gameId": 0

}

}
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